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Asphaltica and Oil&nonoil team up 24-26 November 2021
"Smart roads to the future"
for the first time, Veronafiere brings together the entire supply chain dedicated to the world of
roads
Verona, 24-26 November 2021- A new landmark exhibition dedicated entirely to the road supply chain
makes its debut at Veronafiere: from infrastructures to fuel distribution and mobility services. Wednesday
24-Friday 26 November will welcome Asphaltica and Oil&nonOil held in conjunction at the Verona
Exhibition Centre.
Two exhibitions, both landmarks in their respective sectors, are on the calendar together for the first time
in Verona with the aim of creating new synergies and expanding and completing the product offering.
"The two events," said Giovanni Mantovani, CEO of Veronafiere, "have always represented similar and
complementary sectors and bringing them together on the same dates will ensure added value for companies
and operators thanks to new business opportunities. This is a new show offering that we are keen to develop
further with the creation of a full-scale national reference hub for the future of smart roads.."
Asphaltica today is the main national exhibition for technologies and solutions for road paving, safety and
infrastructures. It is organized by Veronafiere and SITEB-Strade Italiane e Bitumi, the association that
brings together Italian companies in the sector.
In 2021, Asphaltica will be flanked by Oil&nonOil, an exhibition that brought the world of fuel distribution,
storage networks and service stations to Veronafiere in 2012, with a look at the future of new sources of
energy and alternative mobility.
Originally scheduled earlier this year as an exhibition-conference in Rome, this edition of Oil&nonOil will
now take place at Verona Exhibition Centre: an ideal solution to ensure maximum safety for exhibitors and
visitors.
The two events in November will be attended in-person. This is thanks to the safe business protocols
implemented by Veronafiere and validated by the technical-scientific committee, health authorities and
AEFI (the national association of trade fair organizers), and already successfully tested during Oil&nonOil
2020.
Exhibition stands, machinery and equipment will be located in the modern Halls 11 and 12 at Veronafiere,
with access through the Re Teodorico Gate, complete with all the new facilities and recent redevelopment.
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From NRRP opportunities to the development of infrastructures topics for debate at Oil&nonOil 2021
Verona: 24-26 November 2021. The opportunities represented by the National Recovery and Resilience
Plan (NRRP), the huge challenge of hydrogen, the role of technology to safeguard fuels and adapt them to
the needs of the energy transition, the future of logistics and the new reality of European energy markets
increasingly oriented towards a “green” perspective. These are the topics at the heart of the 16th edition
of Oil&nonOil - Energy, fuels & services for mobility scheduled at Veronafiere 24-26 November 2021.
This year's event takes place in the context of the post-pandemic recovery and the new Italian and
international scenario characterized by the National Recovery and Resilience Plan as well as Next
Generation Eu, where energy, mobility and innovation are key elements for the green transition. The
NRRP will be tackled starting from the conviction that an overall political vision is needed, based on the
logic of complementary supply chains and the maturity of technologies, as well as the definition of a
credible road map to transform an energy market that currently responds to demand largely with fossil
fuels.
The conferences will also debate the delicate issue of the "Fit for 55" climate reform package adopted by
the European Commission and its series of legislative proposals to achieve the objectives of the Green Deal
by 2030: the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 55% compared to 1990 levels and then achieve
“carbon neutrality” in 2050. There are several critical points: from the amendment of the energy efficiency
directive to the review of renewables and extension of the Emission Trading System, including maritime
transport, heavy road freight and buildings.
Hydrogen, and the important implications of its exploitation, is another topic of debate at Oil&nonOil.
According to the latest Global Hydrogen Review 2021 by the International Energy Agency (IEA), countries
with hydrogen strategies in many sectors, from energy generation to transport, have committed at least 37
billion dollars for the development and spread of energy vector technologies, while the private sector has
announced additional investments of 300 billion dollars. The development of the hydrogen vector,
specifically "Green hydrogen", is one of the European Union's priorities. In July, the EU presented its
strategy for the development of this resource with the aim of reaching ten million tonnes by 2030 and a
13% share in the European energy mix by 2050.
The energy transition goes hand in hand with digital developments leading the sector towards a future
that requires a new approach and new tools by the entire value chain in order to combat illegalities. The
spread of the 5G network will play a central role. This route - another topic for discussion in the
conferences - will be in line with measures to contain environmental impacts set in motion thanks to an
innovative impulse and increasingly stringent legislation in terms of technological aspects as well as
intangible and infrastructural issues.
Lastly, Oil&nonOil focuses on the role of infrastructure as a crucial factor for the development of the
Italian country system. The hope is that a multiple approach with a public-private vocation could well be a
turning point for the revival of the economy, breaking down the barriers - especially as regards
bureaucracy - which have blocked development in recent decades. Numerous players are involved in this
context to make Italy more competitive, essentially in terms of logistics and attracting new capital. Many
sectors are involved, from engineering to energy, fuels and the energy efficiency of ports and

communication routes. Coming challenges are emerging to the north and east of Italy, between Germany,
Poland, the Balkans, Hungary and Turkey - and even the Far East with the "Silk Road".
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Event promoted by the SITEB Association (Strade Italiane e Bitumi) and Veronafiere

Asphaltica is back in Verona 24-26 November
The road supply chain measures up with the ecological transition, the NRRP, innovation and
environmental sustainability

Verona: 24-26 November 2021. -Re-launching investments in safety for Italian roads and make the most
of the opportunities offered by resources made available by the National Recovery and Resilience Plan
(NRRP) to design durable and environmentally and economically sustainable roads - as well conceiving
smart roads for the mobility of tomorrow, even through effective use of recycled materials.
These are just some of the ideas and messages shared and analyzed during Asphaltica, the trade fair
promoted by SITEB (the Italian Roads and Bitumen Association) and Veronafiere scheduled as an
attended event 24-26 November at the Verona Exhibition Centre. The event will involve managers and
heads of public administrations and the main industry operators in the sector (machinery and plant
manufacturers, oil companies, research laboratories, chemicals industry for rubbers and additives,
alternative inert materials, reinforcement membranes and waterproofing for road surfaces), in addition to
attendance by representatives of national and local institutions and experts discussing best practices and
new green technologies.
The supply chain in the world of bitumen and road construction is worth between 5 and 6 billion euros
in Italy with 400 asphalt plants in operation and 38,000 direct employees - a figure that grows to
500,000 if we consider related activities (which over the last two years, going against the trend in Italy
during the pandemic) have posted significant and constant increases in production and turnover. All this
will take place through in-person attendance presence after the postponement of last year's events.
Asphaltica is located in Hall 11 of the Verona Exhibition Centre , with access through the new entrance gate
in via Teodorico, which was inaugurated only a few weeks ago.
The central themes of this edition are the ecological transition and the opportunities associated with the
availability of NRRP funds even for maintenance and design of safer, more durable and sustainable roads
and infrastructures. The event is also an opportunity for operators to showcase the most advanced
products and technologies for improving the safety of the Italian road network and reducing polluting
emissions.
The event will be held in complete safety thanks to the "safe business protocol" developed by Veronafiere
and validated by the National Scientific Technical Committee, health authorities and AEFI, the Italian
association of trade fair organizers.
Asphaltica will be held this year in conjunction with the Oil&nonOil event, thereby creating a new and
integrated landmark exhibition offering entirely dedicated to the road supply chain.
Many appointments are scheduled over the four days of significant interest to technicians working with
companies and public administrations; they will be provided with information and updates on how to keep
road surfaces in good condition and how to plan, implement and effectively control construction and
maintenance work.

Sessions open with the "Roads and mobility for a sustainable future" conference with reports by the
President of SITEB, Michele Turrini, and the President of UNEM-Unione energie per la mobilità, Claudio
Spinaci.
For more info about the programme, consult the www.asphaltica.it website.
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CONFERENCES’ PROGRAMME
WEDNESDAY 24 NOVEMBER 2021
09:30-11:00 • BLUE ROOM (‘BLU’), Hall 12
Vi.Vi.Fir (Virtual Endorsement of Formulari) and R.E.N.T.Ri (National Electronic Waste Traceability
Register). The digital transformation applied to waste management: a revolution in the making
coordinated by: Euroinformatica Srl
09:30-13:00 • GREEN ROOM (‘VERDE’), Hall 12
Bio-methane & Bio-LNG: a solution to the climate and energy crisis
coordinated by: Assogasmetano
11:30-14:30 • BLUE ROOM (‘BLU’), Hall 12
RRP - Italy: energy and sustainable mobility
coordinated by: Oil&nonOil Veronafiere – Pilat&Partners
13:30-14:30 • GREEN ROOM (‘VERDE’), Hall 12
Private and international petroleum cards: opportunities and business
coordinated by: Fortech Srl
14:45-16:15 • BLUE ROOM (‘BLU’), Hall 12
Energy price dynamics in the transition stage
coordinated by: Energia Ambiente Confesercenti
15:00-18:00 • GREEN ROOM (‘VERDE’), Hall 12
The Italian hydrogen challenge
coordinated by: Oil&nonOil Veronafiere – Pilat&Partners
16:30-18:00 • BLUE ROOM (‘BLU’), Hall 12
Evolution of digital payments and consequent impact on security for fuel points of sale
coordinated by: Gilbarco Veeder-Root and Unem - Unione Energie per la Mobilità

THURSDAY 25 NOVEMBER 2021
09:30-12:30 • GREEN ROOM (‘VERDE’), Hall 12
The role of new technologies to safeguard fuels
coordinated by: Oil&nonOil Veronafiere – Pilat&Partners
09:30-12:30 • BLUE ROOM (‘BLU’), Hall 12
Development of LNG in Italy: successful case histories for applications in industrial and institutional
contexts
coordinated by: Federchimica-Assogasliquidi

13:00-14:00 • GREEN ROOM (‘VERDE’), Hall 12
Management integration for depots and network operators
coordinated by: Emme Informatica Srl
13:00-14:30 • BLUE ROOM (‘BLU’), Hall 12
From service station to multi-service station
coordinated by: Fortech Srl
15:00-18:00 • BLUE ROOM (‘BLU’), Hall 12
The future of logistics and new global challenges
coordinated by: Oil&nonOil Veronafiere – Pilat&Partners
16:30-18:00 • GREEN ROOM (‘VERDE’), Hall 12
Authorization applications for bonded depots – presuppositions for rejection: shortcomings in
regulations and safeguards for tax-payers
coordinated by: Sorrentino Pasca Toma law firm

FRIDAY 26 NOVEMBER 2021
10:00-11:00 • BLUE ROOM (‘BLU’), Hall 12
LETEXPO: Verona hosts the largest green transport and logistics trade fair
coordinated by: ALIS – Logistic Association of Sustainable Intermodality
11:30-14:30 • BLUE ROOM (‘BLU’), Hall 12
The hydrogen challenge: geopolitics and new equilibriums
coordinated by: Oil&nonOil Veronafiere – Pilat&Partners
15:00-18:00 • BLUE ROOM (‘BLU’), Hall 12
Green Europe and the future of the energy market
coordinated by: Oil&nonOil Veronafiere – Pilat&Partners
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CONFERENCES’ PROGRAMME
WEDNESDAY 24 NOVEMBER
10:00-12:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Roads and mobility for a sustainable future
Organized by: SITEB-Italian Roads and Bitumen and UNEM - Union for Mobility Energies
13:00-13:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
The contribution of waterproofing to the durability of road, motorway and railway infrastructure
works
Organized by: Primi Group - Italian Waterproofing Membranes Producers
14:00-14:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
The role of paving in the management of road infrastructure safety
Organized by: Rodeco Srl
15:00-15:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Innovation for road holding devices
Organized by: ANAS Spa
16:00-16:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Performance tests to design mixtures and controls during construction work
Organized by: Controls Spa
17:00-17:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Alma Petroli: bitumen, quality and innovation
Organized by: Alma Petroli Spa

THURSDAY 25 NOVEMBER
10:00-10:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Waterproofing of viaducts: innovative techniques using Gussasphalt
Organized by: New Asphalt Srl
11:00-11:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Application of innovative test methods for the characterisation of bituminous mixtures with a high
content of recycled materials meeting minimum environment criteria for roads
Organized by: Matest Spa
12:00-12:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Eco-sustainable technologies (Part I): historical and innovative solutions for the Green Economy
Organized by: Iterchimica Spa
13:00-13:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Analysis of geometric and functional aspects of road paving to improve safety
Organized by: Sina Spa

14:00-14:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Road superstructures: ANAS and its commitment to the ecological transition
Organized by: Anas Spa - Officina dell'Ambiente Spa
14:30-15:00 • GREEN ROOM Hall 12
Continuous compaction control with the new Bomap system
Organized by: Bomag Italy
15:00-15:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
The circular economy in road paving
Organized by: Ferriere Nord - Pittini Group
15:30-16:00 • GREEN ROOM Hall 12
To what extent is the production of asphalt with high percentages of milled material truly
eco-sustainable? Marini’s in-the-field experience
Organized by: Marini Spa
16:00-16:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Asphalt recycling
Organized by: Ammann Italy Srl
17:00-17:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Methods for certifying recycled content in bituminous conglomerates: commercial strategy for the
award of road construction contracts. Similarities and differences between minimum environment
criteria for roads and buildings
Organized by: ABIcert Sas

FRIDAY 26 NOVEMBER
09:30-10:30 • GREEN ROOM Hall 12
Road paving innovation in the era of infrastructure digitalization: application experience with the
Topcon SmoothRide solution
Organized by: Topcon Positioning Italy Srl
10:00-10:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Index 2010-2020: 10 years of success in infrastructure, bridges, roads, ports, airports, motorways
and much more
Organized by: Index Spa
11:00-11:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
PRO ROAD project
Evolution of geo-composites for reinforcing road paving
Organized by: Copernit Spa
11:00-12:30 • GREEN ROOM Hall 12
SELENIZZA natural bitumen: an ecological response for improving road quality
Organized by: Selenice Bitumi SH.A.
12:00-12:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Eco-sustainable technologies (Part II): latest generation modifications and super-modifiers towards
“Perpetual Pavements” and “GPP criteria”
Organized by: Iterchimica Spa

13:00-13:45 • GREEN ROOM Hall 12
Using CE marked bitumens with rejuvenating agent additives for hot or lukewarm regeneration of
large quantities of milled material in the production of bituminous conglomerate mixes.
Technological solution ensuring consistent environment-friendly performance and durability
Organized by: Bitem Srl
13:00-14:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Applications of geo-synthetics in paving and road works
Organized by: AssINgeo - Italian Geosynthetic Industries' Association
14:15-16:00 • GREEN ROOM Hall 12
Recent Italian experience in the use of rubber powder in road paving
Organized by: Ecopneus Scpa
15:00-15:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Smart road: dream or reality? The innovation heralding the future
Organized by: ANAS SpA
16:00-16:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Eco-sustainable technologies for construction and long-lasting maintenance of road paving:
drenoval pbt, the new high performance pmb by Valli Zabban
Organized by: Valli Zabban Spa
16:30-18:00 • GREEN ROOM Hall 12
Comparative rheological behaviour between oxidized recycled bitumen and distilled bitumen
Organized by: FHL Group Srl
17:00-17:45 • FORUM AREA Hall 11
Regenerating additives with anti-oxidant and cooling reduction effects of bituminous
conglomerates
Organized by: Refrasud International Srl
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TCL Group
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ALIS - Associazione Logistica
dell’Intermodalità Sostenibile
ARBOH SRL
ARCHIGIA SRL
AREA DI SERVIZIO Carburanti,
Autolavaggi, Detailing
Assytech
B&G GAS SRL UNIPERSONALE
CHANGE ITALIA SRL
CLICK & FIND SRL
CO.RA. SPA
CUBOGAS
DOT ONE
Ecomobile
ELAFLEX ITALIA SRL
EMILIANA SERBATOI
Emme Informatica Srl
EMME RETAIL Srl
EUROINFORMATICA SRL
EUROPUMP ITALIA Srl
Fiorese Bernardino Spa
FORNOVO GAS S.p.A
FORTECH
GILBARCO VEEDER - ROOT
GOFA GOCHER FAHRZEUGBAU GMBH
Green Line Srl
Gruppo Gavio
HITECHLED SRL
I BILANCIAI SRL
Icad Sistemi Srl
IMA SERVIZI S.R.L.
INFORMATICA VALDINIEVOLE Srl
Software petroliferi
IRONMADE INTERNATIONAL
EASY LIFT 800 ATEX
ISOIL Impianti
Maser Italia SRL
MOTORSISTEM SRL
OK ENERGIE
PANCALDI DI PANCALDI BRUNO & C. SRL
RIGHETTO SERBATOI S.R.L.
S.A.M.P.I Spa
SAFE SPA
SBP BILANCE SRL
SCHERMOLUX ILLUMINOTECNICA SAS
Seastock - Depositi Costieri Trieste
SERBATOI PRIMIERO EUROTANK SOC.
COOP
Sialtech S.r.l.
Silea Liquid Transfer S.r.l.
SNAM4MOBILITY
SOFISOLAR SRL
SOL S.P.A.
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ABICERT L’ENTE DI CERTIFICAZIONE
ADD-HOC asphalt technologies
Aenor Italia Srl
Alfred Kärcher SE & Co. KG
ALMA PETROLI
AMMANN
ANAS SPA
Anton Paar Italia
ASPHARIA BY OCM CLIMA
BERNARDI IMPIANTI SRL
Beton Asfalti Srl
Bitem Srl
BLEND PLANTS - FBG SRL
BOMAG Italia
Bright Materials
C.E.E.I. Snc di Guzzinati Gaetano
C.M.R. DI LONGO ANTONIO
CALITEC Srl
CAMS SRL
Casa Editrice La Fiaccola Srl
CAVETEST - Laboratorio Analisi Materiali
da Costruzione
CEBIC URBAN DESIGN SRL
CLIPPER NORTON SAINT-GOBAIN
Codevintec Italiana Srl
COMAP SRL
CONTROLS SPA
Copernit SpA
DI.MA. Inerti Artificiali
DULEVO INTERNATIONAL SPA
ECOPNEUS SCPA
ECOVIE SRL
Edilpavimentazioni Srl
Elmi S.r.l.
ENGLO
Evizero
FHL GROUP
GILETTA SPA - BUCHER MUNICIPAL
GIORI RICAMBI SRL
GRID BIT - MATCO Srl
HA ITALIA
Harpo - seic geotecnica
Imprexa Srl
INDEX SPA - SIKA ITALIA SPA
infraTest Prüftechnik GmbH
ISAL SRL
Iterchimica S.p.A.
KOMPLET SPA
LACS SRL
Mapei SpA
Marini - Fayat Group
MASSENZA S.r.l.
Matest SpA
NEW ASPHALT SRL
Officina dell’Ambiente S.p.A.
OFFICINE MECCANICHE BOTTI SRL
ONSITE CAPOVERSO EDITRICE SRL
Pesaresi Giuseppe S.p.A.
Pesaresi Re S.p.A.
PHACELIA SOCIETÀ BENEFIT SRL
Pittini Group
POLYCYKLE ROAD SRL
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Useful information

General information
Show days: 24-26 November 2021
Event Timetable: 9.00-18.00
Entrance Gate: Re Teodorico (Viale dell'industria)
Admission free, online registration required
Green pass: required in order to enter the Exhibition Centre (there is rapid swab point; €15)
Parking Areas P7 (Viale dell'Industria)
Halls: 11 and 12
Press Information
Accreditation: exclusively online, in the Press Area of the exhibition sites
Reserved parking: P7 (free, subject to availability, on presentation of Journalist ID card)
Press Room: Room A, gallery between halls 11/12 (free access up to capacity limits)
Wifi Press room: network SalaStampa - password PressServices

Exhibition site and social media
Oil&NonOil
www.oilnonoil.it
@Oilnonoil │

@Oilnonoil │

@Oilnonoil

Asphaltica
www.asphaltica.it
@samoterverona │

@samoterverona │

@samoter

Contacts
Veronafiere Press Service
T. 39 045 8298 223 - 210 - 350 •pressoffice@veronafiere.com
@veronafiere │
@pressVRfiere │
@veronafiere
Press ServiceOil&nonOil
Agenzia Nova
Simone Cantarini
Mob. 328 1242114 │scantarini@agenzianova.com
SITEB Press Service
Marco Catino
Mob. +39 329 3052068
@catinom@libero.it
www.siteb.it

Press release
Pilat & Partners, an accredited reality in the field of strategic communication and institutional relations based
in Rome, is the official partner of Oil & nonOil 2021.
A collaboration that has seen us as protagonists in the organization of the high-profile conference schedule
in which ample space is given to the most current issues in the sector, in particular the theme of transition, a
key concept in the challenge and commitment with the PNRR (National Plan of Recovery and Resilience) in
which mobility and energy represent a strategic driving force behind the digital and green transition in the
evolution of the Smart City.
"A valuable partnership that combines quality content and networking, in which sector excellence and new
business opportunities want to be able to find a thriving cultural humus within the fair context and which I
hope will give new motivations also in the new editions as a cultural path and synergistic together with
associations and companies in the sector ”- declares Riccardo Pilat, founder of Pilat & Partners -. "It will be
the right opportunity to confront the operators on the front line and to offer the protagonists of the fair
comments and analysis of scenarios and new development paradigms both in terms of the energy and
logistics supply chain, photographing not only the framework of opportunities within of a world now in
permanent crisis due to geopolitical issues, but also the reflections that arose in rethinking a new social pact
for economic development within the productive fabric after the economic crisis linked to the Covid_19
pandemic, starting from the issue of fuels ".
The issues of energy, mobility and innovation are key concepts within the PNRR of all European countries
and also in policies, including the Italian one, in which the government agenda setting aims at territorial
cooperation for all levels and in all sectors to succeed the infrastructure node and comply with the new
content package contained within the Fit for 55.
Our course through this conference activity is to put a harmonious vision of how the legislative and
government process desire this ongoing change, witnessed not least by the climate agreement first at the G20
and then at the COP26 and on the other hand to put on the table the needs of operators and associations, true
"carpenters" of this transformation.
A partnership therefore that underlines the fundamental role of strategic communication and relations in the
fuel sector and its editions with personalities and testimonials of value to be involved and desired in
compliance with the institutional stakeholders in the key and in which could be a further push much desired
of the restart and for the creation of a new sustainable and competitive equitable well-being.
Finally, a special thanks to Veronafiere who updated the revolution in the sector underway with this fair,
recognizing the strategic importance of knowing how to convey interests and different worlds, but with the
common need to be protagonists within the revolution of the green and digital transition.
Riccardo Pilat
founder
Pilat & Partners
M. 347 6990417
E. r.pilat@pilatpartners.it W. pilatpartners.it

MOBILITY CENTER: UNLIMITED SERVICES IN A UNIQUE CONTROL ROOM
As the world evolves, at the same time, also how services are provided. Technological innovation,
changes in purchasing behaviour, mobility transformation: are all elements that have helped the
service station to become a true services station, a new center where different requirements converge.
An evolution that requires a revolution in the way of managing the service station. This will be the
real challenge to which Fortech will be faced, from 24 to 26 November, with its exhibition stand (D2)
at Oil&nonoil fair 2021.
To a significant complexity increase, it’s necessary to react with an efficient and optimized system,
able to connect all the point-of-sale different levels.
The service station now becomes a MOBILITY CENTER, the hub of a single great experience that
combines mobility services (traditional, smart mobility, etc.) with the offer of non-oil products (phone
top-ups, payment services and much more).
A new business model that required an integrated organization and an increasingly smart
management. That' s why the revolution is represented by the innovative smartPOS | Touch system,
a powerful control room for all new services.
smartPOS | Touch brings everything the service station manager needs to a single tool. With its 15''
monitor, all operations can be easily managed by touch screen. And when we say all, we mean
EVERYTHING: from the control of forecourt equipment (price changes, receipt administration, tank
levels), electric vehicle recharges and even parking management, to market products transactions.
For Fortech, innovation has a precise meaning: combine the high technological level of its products
with a simple user experience, projected to optimize the management time and maximize the
performance of the service station.
This is the MOBILITY CENTER: a new service station for the customers of yesterday, today and
tomorrow.

FORTECH
info@fortech.it
www.fortech.it
Via Rigoletto 4 | Rimini | 47922

@fortechsrl

@fortech-s-r-l-

@fortechsrl

Gilbarco Italia S.r.l.
Via de' Cattani 220/G
50145 Firenze
ITALIA
Tel +39 055 30941
Fax +39 055 318603
www.gilbarco.it

Evolution at the Gilbarco Veeder-Root booth: from retail gas stations to mobility hubs
Gilbarco helps you understand how service stations are changing.
Gilbarco, 150+ years of experience in the supply of service station equipment and
technology, will be exhibiting a novelty-filled booth at the 16th edition of the
Oil&nonOil trade fair in Verona. It will be an engaging, interactive setting designed
to lead visitors inside the service stations of tomorrow.
Fuel distribution, the energy transition, and e-mobility are the topics of debate at
Veronafiere from November 24 to 26 next
Oil&NonOil, Italy’s most important event devoted to the fuel distribution industry and
its leading players, is coming of age. And it does so at a crucial time for the entire
supply chain: the energy transition, which we merely imagined up to yesterday, is
now underway.
Today’s service station managers and proprietors face a novel scenario. The variety
of present-day challenges and multiple new players eager to get in the game call
for critical choices. Instinctively drawn to protect their businesses’ traditionally
profitable assets - quality, courtesy, widespread presence - fuel entrepreneurs find
themselves having to adapt their offer range, in order to respond to the demands of
the electric vehicle market and new sources of energy for mobility.
From this point of view, Gilbarco proposes itself as a multiservice partner capable of
supporting proprietors and managers as they face upcoming challenges and
opportunities and leading the way towards a successful energy transition.
Gilbarco Veeder-Root launches a brand-new refuelling experience
Gilbarco Veeder-Root's new signature refuelling experience is centred on Flexpay
OSP, the Outdoor Service Point introduced in 2021 that drives classic payment
terminals into the future.
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Designed to provide an intuitive user-friendly experience, FlexPay OSP's large touch
screen makes payment and customer interaction easier than ever. The upper part of
the display features a section dedicated to additional services, offers, and
advertisements: a veritable showcase that promotes service station products, and
allows direct purchase, in a versatile and engaging terminal.
Yet, FlexPay OSP is only the end-user side access key to the Gilbarco ecosystem.
The power to construe change stems from investments made over recent years:
when a solid group that operates in over 100 countries sets off to invest, it creates
seamlessly crafted products and solutions that guarantee efficiency, profitability and
security.
Insite360 Experience
Design, alone, is not enough to bring more customers in, and Gilbarco knows that a
lot can be done on the operator side, by improving the overall offer in terms of
methods, timing and range. Insite360 Experience, a new way of approaching and
addressing service station customers, was created with this in mind.
Devised as a system to create, customise and supply content to multimedia
terminals,
Insite360 Experience leverages the power of cloud connectivity allowing all users to
manage audio messages, advertising images, web applications, and video spots
that appear on payment terminals, both onsite and via remote. One may decide
when and where to deliver the content, and in what volumes, according to the time
of day.
But that’s not all there is to it: the platform also broadens the business range beyond
the service station’s traditional boundaries, so one can easily schedule promotional
messages, boost sales of products and services, and create loyalty programs. Or,
alternatively, upload external offers by selling ad space.
Insite360 Experience allows you to manage your library, upload content playlists
directly to the cloud portal, and decide if and how to group terminals in case of
diverse content in the same area or on different stations, all from a single
dashboard. And the system provides secure access management via user-specific
credentials.
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Passport Mobile
Whilst expanding the transaction options within the service station, Gilbarco
streamlines the payment receipt system. Passport Mobile, the hand-held mobile
cash point, is much more than a payment POS. It is a full-fledged auxiliary station
that controls the forecourt.
Featuring a 5" touch display powered by the constantly upgradable Android
operating system, Passport Mobile is an actual additional till.
A leading-edge teller integrated with the Passport Europe management system, the
core, and engine that drives the Gilbarco ecosystem, connecting oil and non-oil
areas.
Completely portable and easy to integrate, Passport Mobile prints receipts, unblocks
the dispenser when an amount is credited, and allows for individual operator
tracking of all transactions, comprising cash, eliminating the need for manual
reconciliations at closing time.
EVerse
The EVerse cloud platform alights alongside the new products devised for the fuel
retail market, guiding entrepreneurs to discover the unique refuelling behaviors
typical of e-vehicle users, helping them fine-tune their offer as concerns charging
networks and remote management of EV columns and units.
And there’s more. EVerse also offers the option to set prices via remote control and
extend EV charging payment methods, including via mobile devices, and provides
a customisable user app that enables customers to geolocate EV charging stations,
make reservations, pay for services in advance and get loyalty program benefits.
Gilbarco Veeder-Root
Padiglione 12, Booth C4
Oil&nonOil - 16th edition
Verona, 24-26 November 2021
Website: www.gilbarco.com/eu
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